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The GRAND PARIS ALLIANCE for metropolitan development
• Connect with a unique community of high level practitioners and decision makers
• Engage in a unique ecosystem of trusted members and partners across the world
• Invest in the Greater Paris Metropolis, one of the most highly integrated metropolitan development and holistic investment project in a global city

Because our urban world is changing so quickly
• It is no longer about bottom up or top down or just public engagement
• It is about forging and sharing the smarter skills we need for a brighter metropolitan future

A new generation of urbanists
• We are charities, financial organizations, investors, architects and planners, engineers and academics, biodiversity and climate change experts, we are living lab and global energy efficiency and smart grid champions, law firms and developers, and more…
• We are in the global North and in BRICS
• We are local and global and we build on GPN Vancouver Declaration
• We are an independent and award-winning not for profit think tank and network